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Online Seminars with Zoom (high level of 
Interaction) 
Using Zoom, data is transferred to the USA. KIT does not operate the service itself and, therefore, 

cannot guarantee the confidential handling of your personal data. However, due to its Privacy Shield 

certification and the standard stipulations of the EU Commission concluded with KIT, Zoom Video 

Communications Inc. is obliged to ensure a level of data protection that is in line with the EU (see the 

Privacy Statement for the use of Zoom at KIT: https://my.scc.kit.edu/shib/zoom.php).  

For lecturers and university staff the use of Zoom is voluntary. For further information concerning data 

protection and IT security of Zoom at KIT, please refer to http://www.zml.kit.edu/english/4549.php. 

The voluntariness also applies to students. They may not be forced to participate in Zoom-sessions. 

Students are allowed to and should participate with an alias of their own choice in order not to have to 

divulge their name to Zoom. Registration and, thus, the creation of a Zoom-account is not necessary 

for students. 

 

Advice 1: At the end of the document you will find a checklist that clearly summarizes the procedure. 

However, please familiarize yourself intensively with the entire information. 

 

Advice 2: The content of this manual is very similar to that of the lecture notes. If you have already 

worked through them, you can focus on the options for interaction with your students (comment 

function during the presentation, raising hands and inclusion of oral contributions ...) or on the 

extended possibilities, such as the use of breakout rooms for group work. 

Zoom offers the option to hold both lectures and seminars online with up to 300 students1. 

This document describes a proper procedure for conducting seminars with a high level of 

interaction amongst lecturer and students.  

There is a separate guide for holding lectures with Zoom. Alternatively, real-time 

communication via screen conferencing can also be realised with MS Teams. This option is 

available to students as well. For MS Teams see http://www.zml.kit.edu/english/4548.php and 

http://www.scc.kit.edu/dienste/ms-teams.php. To enable recording, the lecture is divided into 

two phases:. 

As in seminars, there is more interaction amongst lecturers and students, online seminars are 

generally not recorded. It is not allowed to record online seminars via zoom to protect our students' 

privacy. Recording people without their consent is illegal and can be prosecuted. 

 

Online seminars with zoom enable lecturers to use a virtual room together with students in seminar-

like teaching scenarios. In these online seminars, all students can participate voluntarily via audio and, 

if desired, via video image as well. Everyone has the opportunity to show content from their computer 

via screen sharing. On a whiteboard or via the commentary function on screen sharing, everyone can 

annotate the shared content with simple drawing tools. For group work, the participants can also be 

 

1
 On the basis of a previous enquiry, licences for larger lectures are also available for individual cases. 
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divided into smaller groups and sent into so-called breakout rooms. These virtual group work-rooms 

are temporary and can be spontaneously created by the lecturers. Lecturers are supported by 

presentation tools. 

With this procedure, the data is used as sparingly as possible, if you want to deviate from this, please 

check beforehand for possible problems arising from this. 
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Notes on data protection 
Zoom is currently a good way to carry out the teaching despite corona measures. Nevertheless, it is 

important to point out that ... 

 

• Zoom is a cloud-based service 

• data are transmitted to servers in the USA 

• Zoom is subject to the common data protection guidelines 

• Students should participate in lectures and seminars without their own Zoom-account and 

registration  

• every user decides for himself/herself whether he/she wants to use Zoom. 

• No user (as usual regarding concerns of internet usage) should transmit sensitive data via 

Zoom - neither spoken nor in chat. 

• Participation in online lectures or online seminars must always be voluntary 

• You can also participate without the Zoom-app using your browser (Edge or Chrome). 

This security information should also be forwarded to the students in advance. A 

sample text for this is in progress and will be made available at 

http://www.zml.kit.edu/hinweise-zoom.php. 
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First steps 
These instructions require a licence provided by the KIT and the successful activation of the new KIT-

account. In the following, the default settings for KIT-accounts at Zoom are described. Accounts 

created independently may differ from the options and settings regarding very important aspects. 

Install the client  

To hold a lecture, the installation and use of the Zoom app is recommended for lecturers (not for 

students). You can download it here: https://zoom.us/download. Further information on downloading 

the clients can be found on https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362233-Wo-lade-ich-die-

neueste-Version-herunter. Students can participate with the Chrome browser for example. 

Lecture planning 
On the website https://kit-lecture.zoom.us you can log in to plan the lecture with the account 

associated to your KIT-licence. Please do not log in via the general site www.zoom.us, as you might 

accidentally create a new basic account that is not managed via KIT. If you already have another 

Zoom account, e.g. for private purposes, please have a look at your profile to see whether you are 

logged in with the correct account. The registration e-mail should be in the KIT-pseudonymous form 

ab1234@(partner.)kit.edu. 

 

Zoom is a meeting service. Therefore, in the following text, whenever the settings of Zoom are 

concerned, the term Meeting used on the Zoom website will be used instead of Lecture. 

 

Important settings before planning an online lecture 
Some security settings have already been made by the KIT. Some of these settings can be changed, 

others are locked against changes for reasons of data protection. 

With a click on "Settings" (left) you can make basic presettings for your online lectures. 

 

You only need to make these settings once. They apply to all meetings that have been created with 

your account. 

 

Settings for More Interaction 
In the settings in the section "Meeting", you can also activate the option for polls in the meeting. 

 

 

These polls are made for voting on simple questions. The polls can be prepared in advance and then 

used during the lecture to activate all students. You can start the pr-prepared polls during the lecture. 

Your students will be shown a poll window and be able to answer by clicking on them. As soon as you 
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are satisfied with the number of answers, you can end the survey and – if you wish – display the 

results. 

 

In addition, you can also activate the whiteboard function for your students. Depending on the 

seminar, the opportunity of remote controlling may also be useful, as well as feedback without words. 

 
If you would like to use the breakout rooms, you must activate them in your profile settings 

beforehand. The option of assigning participants to the rooms in advance does not work as students 

do not participate with an account but only with an alias. Hence, you must divide your students into 

breakout room-groups during the seminar. 

 
 

Breakout rooms are used for group work. You can divide students into up to 50 independent rooms for 

a specific time. The students can interact in these group rooms without disturbing the other groups. 

For more information, have a look at https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/206476313.  

 

Schedule an online lecture = plan a meeting 

 

 

To schedule an online lecture, a meeting is created in Zoom. For a lecture, you do not have to plan 

each date individually but can create it at once - as a series of meetings. 

 

Click on "Schedule a meeting" at the top centre of the screen. 
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In the first section, you are asked to name the meeting and plan the times 

 

 

Via "Recurring meeting" you can use one meeting for all appointments during the semester. 

If the lecture has several dates in the week at different times, this cannot be set, but you can use and 

start the meeting at any time outside the scheduled dates. 

 

In the second section, you regulate access or substitution options 

 

 

 

Important settings: 
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• Do not check the box for “Registration”. For reasons of data protection, students should be 

able to participate with an alias which they can choose freely and without having to register for 

Zoom. 

• By default, a "meeting password" is required. Students can still easily access the lecture, but 

this effectively prevents so-called "Zoom bombing" by third parties. 

• In the meeting options, "Enable join before host" is not activated by default and "Enable 

waiting room" is preset. Thus, students are kept in a waiting room until the host – you –  are in 

the Zoom-room to start the lecture. The meeting room can thus not be used for pranks outside 

the lecture times. 

• For alternative presenter you can type in different KIT accounts, which are also registered for 

Zoom. Use the KIT’s pseudonym like ab1234@(partner.)kit.edu . The people mentioned in this 

section can start and hold the lecture as substitutes for you even you are absent. 

 

Save and generate a link 
At the bottom, save all the settings you have made. Thus, you generate a link to the virtual lecture hall. 

You will also see the meeting-ID, i.e. the number of your virtual lecture hall. The assigned password is 

also displayed. 

 

 

 

Under "Invite participants“, you can distribute the link for your students on ILIAS. Your students will 

directly enter the virtual lecture hall. The link already contains the meeting ID and the meeting 

password. 

 

The meeting-ID and password or the link to the meeting room should be treated as confidential. Do 

not publish it on the Internet outside of ILIAS and the like. Advise your students not to do so either. 

With this information, everone can attend the lecture. If you feel that the link has been leaked, you can 

edit the meeting again and change the meeting password. Then the link changes and the previous 

one becomes unusable. In this case please remember to provide your students with the new link in 

time, e.g. via ILIAS, so that they can continue to attend the lecture. 
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Invite students to the lecture 
To attend the lecture, your students need the link to the meeting (see above). You must, therefore, 

provide this link at a suitable location. The recommendation is to do this in the corresponding ILIAS-

classroom. To do so choose "Add new object" and the object type "Weblink" in ILIAS. 

 

 

Then enter the URL of the Zoom-meeting and assign a title. 

 

 

You must inform your students with the following note: 

"Participation is via Zoom and it is voluntary. Please read and understand 

https://s.kit.edu/zoomhinweise beforehand." 

 

The information text behind the URL informs the students about the risks associated with Zoom. 

By clicking on "Create web link" you will transfer the link to your course. The link will then be displayed 

accordingly in the course. 

 

Students can then click on it to enter the virtual lecture hall. They will be asked to enter the virtual 

lecture hall either with the app or directly in the browser. 

 

The Campus Management System is usually not suitable to distribute the link to the meeting. 

Further preparations for a meeting 

Using poll 
With surveys, you can make lectures more interactive. In Zoom, you can conduct short polls that you 

prepare in advance in the web interface. 

In the meeting-information of the web interface, you can create separate polls for each lecture series 

during the preparation. 

In the list of your meetings, click on the name of the meeting of any session: 
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At the very bottom of the page, you can see surveys you have already created or you can create new 

ones. 

 

 For your first poll, click on "Add". 

 

• Give the poll a title 

• The "Anonymous" button only refers to hiding users who are logged in to Zoom. Our students 

are asked to work without Zoom-registration. Therefore, this usually does not affect their 

privacy. 

• You can create single or multiple-choice questions. 

• Enter the question text and answer options. 

• You can add more questions below. 

• A survey can thus consist of one or more questions that are 

to be answered by the participants at a certain time during 

the online lecture. 

• When you have finished the poll, "Save" the survey. 

• If you prepare a generic survey with "My answer is A, B, C, 

D", you can also spontaneously use this tool for any 

question during the lecture. 

 

You can prepare several surveys for special occasions in the 

lecture. 

 

Later on during the lecture, you can quickly start the surveys and choose from the list of prepared 

surveys. 

 
 
The Use of Breakout Rooms for Group Work  
If you plan group or partner work during your online lecture, it is highly recommended to make sure 

that the breakout rooms are enabled before creating the session. You can find this button in the 

settings-menu on the left side.  
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If you have a list of participants, you can also assign individual participants to one of the breakout 

rooms in advance.  
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Alternatively, students can be assigned to the breakout rooms during the session. Likewise, they can 

move themselves to a specific breakout room as soon as you switch on the breakout room phase.  
  
Use of the Whiteboard by the Students  
If students are to use a the digital whiteboard in zoom during the session as part of a collaborative 

work phase, or add comments, calculations, etc. to the presentation, this must be enabled before the 

meeting is created. To do so, go to the settings on the left and scroll down to the whiteboard button. 

Turn it on.  
  

  
  

Execution of a date of the online lecture 

Prepare yourself about 10 minutes before the lecture 
Enter the meeting via the link from your Zoom-account (Meetings). If installed, the link opens your 

Zoom-client. You are then automatically logged in and can enter the room directly. Students are kept 

in the waiting room. 

If you can only access the waiting room, you were not logged in. 
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Typical display whilst being in the waiting room 
 

Upon entering, you will be asked whether you would like to participate with "Computer Audio". Click 

the button to use your computer's microphone and speakers. In the dialogue box, you also can test 

the speakers and your microphone. When using a hardware combination for the first time, you should 

do this to ensure that the configuration works. 

 

 

For better audio quality and to avoid feedback, we recommend using a simple headset. 

Make sure your microphone is turned on - both on Zoom and your computer. We strongly recommend 

that you test this beforehand with someone who can give you feedback on whether you can be heard 

clearly. 

 

After that, you will be in the room and a window will appear as shown. 
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Before the students in the waiting room enter the meeting, you should take a few seconds for some 

last but important preparations. 

 

These preparations aim at avoiding disturbances during the lecture and to make you start confidently. 

 

• In the KIT-settings, your audio and camera are not activated. This can be changed in the 

programme's preferences. Activate your microphone and, if you wish, also your camera. 

With the "virtual background" option, you can also replace the background in the video with another 

image to protect your private environment. Note that this only works out well if your devices are 

sufficiently powerful: https://support.zoom.us/hc/de/articles/210707503-Virtual-Background. 

• Activate the participant view by clicking on "Participants" in the lower control bar to display all 

present participants on the right. When Zoom is in full-screen mode, the list of participants is 

displayed as a separate window. In the list of participants, you can see who is already in the 
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meeting and who is waiting in the waiting room. 

 

• Click on "Mute all" at the bottom of the list of participants. A dialogue box appears. 

 

Make sure to uncheck the box "Allow participants to unmute themselves". Click on 

"Continue". 

In this way, you can prevent participants from interrupting the presentation by voice and being 

accidentally recorded during a lecture recording. 

• In the following, you should prepare your presentation. An existing PowerPoint file has to be 

opened for this purpose. To be able to see the Zoom-controls during the presentation, start 

them in "View by an individual (window)" mode. You make these settings in PowerPoint 
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under "Screen presentation > Set up screen presentation". 

 

• Then, you can start the presentation as usual. A window will open instead of full-screen mode. 

• Now release the presentation or other screen content in Zoom. To do this, click on "Release 

screen" in the control bar at the bottom of the zoom window. 

 

You will now see a preview of all programs and other options for splitting the screen. Select 

the PowerPoint window and click on "Share screen" in the lower right corner of the dialogue 

box. 

• The PowerPoint window has a green frame now.  
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To later stop the screen-sharing, click on the red button above. 

 

 

You can end the split-screen at any time, e.g. to show different content. To do this, click on the red 

"stop"-button at the top. 

 

At https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/203395347-Screen-Sharing-a-PowerPoint-

Presentation#h_eb8ba928-2a24-41fd-ac1a-57d4d65326a5 you will find further options for splitting the 

screen, e.g. if you are working with a second screen. 

Besides slides, you can also share the whole screen or the display of other programs. 

 

If you have a second camera, you can start the transfer with a camera which is not your webcam via 

"Share screen > Advanced > Contents of 2nd camera".  

Alternatively, you can go down to select another device in an ongoing transfer via "Video Settings > 

Video Camera". This is suitable, for example, for streaming an arithmetic exercise if you prefer to 

work with pen and paper or do not have a tablet.  

To do this, connect the second camera to your PC (e.g. via USB or iOS devices via AirPlay). 

 

• Disable the comment-option for students. By default, students can also comment on the 

content, e.g. for questions etc. In the menu "More" you can switch this off to avoid 

disturbances. To do so, click on 'Disable student comments'. Later, you can change the 

settings again. 
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With a co-host, you can be supported in the execution of a lecture by an assistant. 

 

Do not use the "Create host" option. You would completely relinquish your rights during the meeting 

and cannot get them back to control the meeting. 

 

• At the very beginning of the lecture, open the chat window. Thus, you can see questions 

from students during the presentation. This is especially important if you are working without 

support. To do this, click on "Chat" in the Zoom control bar. Usually, you will find this as the 

first entry in the menu on the far right when you click on "More". 

 

 

Now, all you need to do is to arrange all windows to can see all Zoom-windows at the same time. 

 

Now you have finished all preparations and let the participants in the waiting room enter the virtual 

lecture hall. 

 

Start with the Online Seminar 

Let students enter. 
To start the lecture, you must first let the students enter from the waiting room. 

To do this, click on "Allow all" in the list of participants in the top right-hand corner. 

 

Also, it is recommended to uncheck "Allow waiting room access" in the list of participants in the 

bottom right corner under "More". Then you do not have to manually let in participants who are late.

 

 

Give a presentation and comment on slides 
You can speak now, welcome the students and use your PowerPoint presentation as usual. 
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In the Zoom control bar, you can use the "Comment" button to highlight something on the slides with 

different tools. If you click on "Comment", another toolbar opens with various options for highlighting 

something on the slides. 

 

The annotation tools are described on https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362153-Wie-gebe-

ich-meinen-Bildschirm-frei-. 

 

You can also encourage students to use this feature for more interaction. By default, students can 

also comment on the released content for questions, etc. In the menu "More" you can turn this off 

if it causes problems. To do so, click on "Disable student comments". You can allow them again 

later at the same place if necessary. 

 

 

Options for student reactions during the presentation 

• Students can comment or ask questions via the chat. 

• Surveys prepared beforehand can be used to quickly display what students are thinking about 

an issue or to motivate students to think along. 
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To do this, click on "Poll" in the toolbar. A dialogue box will appear where you can select from 

the prepared surveys. Select the desired survey. And click on "Start survey". 

 

A smaller window will pop up and can follow the students' answers. 

 

Students will see the question and be able to answer it. Press "Enter" to send the answer. 
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You can end the survey at any time with "End survey". 

 

Afterwards, you can use "Share results" to show the results for everyone, or you can start the 

survey again. 

 

Giving the floor to the participants 
Ask those participants who have a question to do so via chat or raise their hand to speak up and then 

do so via audio. 

The use of the microphone must always be voluntary. 

 

To enable participants to contribute to the discussion via audio, the option "Allow participants to 

unmute themselves" must be activated in the "More" menu of the list of participants. This option is 

active by default. 
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Participants who want to do this via audio are asked to raise their hand first. Participants will find this 

option in the "More" menu'. 

 

 

When participants raise their hand, you can see this in the participation list by the hand symbol. 

 

If you move the mouse over a person in the list of participants, you can also manually remove 

requests to speak with "lower your hand" if this is forgotten after answering the question. 

 

Do not use the "Audio on" option, as this would enable a participant's microphone. Give the word 

verbally to a person who wants to speak and ask them to activate the microphone themselves. 

Participation via audio or video must always be voluntary. 
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Use breakout rooms, interaction in small groups 

This option must be activated in your zoom profile before the seminar starts. For further information, 

have a close look at the beginning of the document. 

 

With this function, you enable group discussions, project work in small groups etc. during the seminar. 

For breakout rooms, there is an introduction video made by 

Zoom: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_O7rDILNCM&feature=youtu.be 

 

• You decide how many subgroups you want to have. 

• You can divide students manually or automatically into small groups. If you have several 

group work sessions during the same seminar, you can reuse the division you have already 

made. 

• Once you have divided the groups, you can start the group work for all of them. Then, the 

students are asked to go to the group rooms. 

• In the list of participants, a green dot in front of the name indicates whether this person has 

arrived in the group room. 

• Students can leave the group room at any time and then return to the central seminar room. 

• Alternatively, groups in the breakout room can request help. The lecturers receive a 

notification.  

• Lecturers can be available for questions in the central seminar room or go to the individual 

group rooms themselves for support and observation. 

• You can broadcast a message from the central seminar room to all group rooms, e.g. to 

announce the imminent end of the group phase. 

• You can end the group work at any time. Then, the groups receive a warning that they have 

60 seconds to finish their work. Afterwards, the group room is closed and the participants are 

automatically sent back to the seminar room.. 

Ending the Online-Seminar 
At the end of the session, you need to end the meeting. To do this, select the "End meeting" option 

from the "More" menu. 
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You will be asked whether you only want to leave the meeting, or whether you want to end it for 

everyone. Click on "End the meeting for all". By doing this, you close the room for everyone and end 

the meeting for all the participants at once. 

 

 

The session of the lecture is now successfully ended. 

Dealing with disruptive participants 
The recommendations and settings above make interruptions largely impossible or very difficult.  

However, since students participate with an alias, they could still try to interfere. You can mute 

individual participants in the participant list or expulse them from the room. Please be very cautious 

with this option and use it only in extreme cases. 
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Participants who insult other people or even make right-wing extremist remarks in the chat should 

definitely be removed from the virtual seminar room.  

 

You can expulse a person from the room with "Remove" in the "More" menu in the list of participants. 

If you have problems with this frequently, or if the person simply comes back, you can deactivate the 

"Allow removed participants to rejoin" function in your profile settings. 

 

 

The person can no longer join the meeting, at least no whilst using the same device. Even a new alias 

is not sufficient for rejoining the meeting. 

 

 

Cf. the blocking list on https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362623-Informationen-zu-den-

Einstellungen. 
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